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Summary
Title: In the summer house archive
Date: 1950-1953
Size: .25 linear feet (1 box)
Source: Purchase, 2008
Abstract: Producers' files for a proposed pre-Broadway tryout of In the Summer House by Jane
Bowles at the Westport Playhouse in August 1950 consist primarily of correspondence and contracts
relating to casting by Robert T. Ingham, assistant to John C. Wilson who intended to produce the show
with Oliver Smith. The show was to be directed by Garson Kanin and star Ruth Gordon, but was
ultimately cancelled. Collection also includes telegrams from the producers and director, a clipping
about the cancellation, a script from the 1953 Broadway production, and a thorough transcription of the
entire collection prepared by the seller.
Access: Some collections held by the Dance, Music, Recorded Sound, and Theatre Divisions at the
New York Public Library for the Performing Arts are held off-site and must be requested in advance.
Please check the collection records in the NYPL's online catalog for detailed location information. For
general guidance about requesting offsite materials, please consult:
https://www.nypl.org/about/locations/lpa/requesting-archival-materials
Preferred citation: In the summer house archive, Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York Public
Library

Scope and Content Note
Producers' files for a proposed pre-Broadway tryout of In the Summer House by Jane Bowles at the
Westport Playhouse in August 1950 consist primarily of correspondence and contracts relating to
casting by Robert T. Ingham, assistant to John C. Wilson who intended to produce the show with Oliver
Smith. The show was to be directed by Garson Kanin and star Ruth Gordon, but was ultimately
cancelled. Collection also includes telegrams from the producers and director, a clipping about the
cancellation, a script from the 1953 Broadway production, and a thorough transcription of the entire
collection prepared by the seller.
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